
Coupled Oscillators and Arnold Tongues in Biology 

1. Two oscillators couple: 

                            One internal to one external:  

                            Arnold tongues or entrainment ! Chaos ! 

                            1-d circle map. 

 

2.      Biological oscillations: Cell cycle, circadian, calcium,  

                            embryos, proteins (DNA damage) 
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3. Oscillations of a protein density inside a cell:        

                     regulated  by negative feed-back loops   

 

4. An external protein oscillation coupled to  internal oscillation:     

                     Oscillations synchronize (entrain)  

                     Arnold tongues → Overlap → Mode hopping 

 

5. Pulsatile extracellular signaling in experiments (Chicago):  

                     Observe mode hopping (and chaos): 

                     Gives different protein production, gene control ! 

 

6. Is  deterministic chaos relevant for gene productions ? Yes! 

         Low affinity genes increased, high affinity genes decreased 
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              Huygens’ clocks 1665 

  Synchronization of two oscillators 



Three different non-linear dynamics 



Two frequencies: Motion on a torus  



Poincare cut from motion on a torus:  
                Circle Map! 

W=irrational 

W=P/Q 

W=chaotic! 

W=winding number 



Stability inside a P/Q tongue 

Unstable 

Superstable 



Two coupled oscillators: Arnold tongues 



Examples of Arnold tongues ! 



Examples of Arnold tongues ! 





Strongly coupled oscillations: Overlap of tongues ! 
                       Transitions to chaos ! 



Chicago basement convection ! 

Libchaber, Stavans, Glazier: 
External oscillating current ! 



Chicago basement convection ! 

Stavans, Heslot, Libchaber Glazier, Jensen, Libchaber, Stavans 



Semiconductors at Harvard : Gwinn, Westervelt 

(p-type Ge:  Phys Rev Lett. 57) 



Sliding CDW’s at UCLA: 
Brown, Mozurkewich, Gruner 

  

(Phys Rev Lett. 52) 



 What about biology –  

many oscillators ! 

• Cell cycles 

• Circadian clocks 

• Calcium oscillators 

• Embryos 

• Pace maker cells 

• Protein oscillations (DNA damage) 

• Population dynamics 

 



Basic oscillator: 
Negative Feed-Back  
loops: 



‘Typical’ Oscillating data:  Hes1 - 

segmentation 

(Hirata et al, 2002) 



Simplest negative feed-back loop: Hes1  
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Jensen, Tiana, Sneppen 



• Dashed curve [Hes1] 

• Solid curve [mRNA] 

 

• rna = 24.1 min 

• hes1 = 22.3 min 

•  = 24 min 

•  = 20 [R]0 min-1 

•  = 1/20 min-1 

• KM = (0.1[R]0)
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• n = 4 
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Oscillations of protein densities in a single cell 

(M. Covert, Stanford, unpublished) 
(Savas Tay, Zurich) 



Embedded attractors: 
             Chaos ?? 



p53 – Mdm2 oscillations:  
 Negative feedback loop 

  

Lahav, Alon, Geva-Zatorsky, Levine,.. 

DNA damage 
 (gamma) 



MDMX knock-out induces p53 oscillations 

Chen, Forrester, Lahav (2016); Heltberg, Jensen, Lahav et al (2020) 



       Externally ‘forced’ NF-κB system 
 
   External modulation of TNF cytokine signal  
 
          →  Transformed into IKK signal (C) 
 

                    Arnold tongues: 
 
    Can synchronize the dynamics of a single cell:  
 
   Maybe a way to control DNA damage/DNA repair 

(M. Heltberg, S. Krishna, MHJ) 



 Externally ‘forced’ NF-κB system 

(S. Krishna, MHJ) 



NFκB model, driven by TNF: 

NFκB 

IκBα 

A20 

IKK 

TNF 

IKK, TNF, A20:Ashall, Rand, White, et al…. Science (2009) 







Tongues overlap ! 

In phase space 









When tongues overlap: 
Experimentally observed mode hopping  
between entrained states 



Stochastic Gillespie simulations: manifest as 
modehopping between entrained states 



Deterministic chaos:  
Mode hopping between several 
entrained states 



Mode hopping switches between high and low gene 
production states: Multiplexing! 



Strongly coupled oscillations: Overlap of tongues ! 
                       Transitions to chaos ! 



Is chaos relevant for gene production ? 

Hill function –  
h cooperativity, 
K affinity: 



For low affinity: High gene production in chaos! 

Medium cooperativity 
High affinity 
(h=2, K=1) 

High cooperativity 
Low affinity 
(h=4, K=4.5) 



We consider the 
stimulation by NF-kB to 
be 

 

 

For small K: 

 

 

 

For large K: 

Chaotic dynamics enhances low-affinity genes 
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HAG LAG 



Robustness to parameters and noise 

This was tested for: 

- different levels of internal noise 

- different levels of external noise 

- different TNF parameters 

- different combinations of genes 

- different shapes to the oscillatory signal 
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Simple protein complexes 

To maintain the majority of functions in many cells, it is 
often complexes of proteins that are important 

 



Gene production with underlying NF-kB dynamics 



Heterogeneous protein complexes 

We find that a heterogeneous complex is enhanced by chaotic 
dynamics 

 

In order to limit the complexity in ensembles, we compare the 
production rate in the three different ways a complex can be 
created. 
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Chaotic dynamics increase protein 

complex efficiency 

Complexes of sizes 2-10 

 

 

For all the complexes, chaotic dynamics 
increases the production per NF-kB molecule 

 

 







To simplify: Make a Poincare cut 

Stochastic simulation: Jumps between the tongues ! 



Basin of attraction for the two tongues 



Number of oscillations before leaving a tongue 

Strongly time correlated (memory):  
Stretched exponential – or sum of two exponentials 


